DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
I the undersigned,
Mr / Mrs. / Ms / Miss: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Date of birth: ………………………………………………………….
Address: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Telephone: ……………………………………………………………..
E-mail: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Taking part in the event organised by …………………………………………………………….… on …………………………..
Release the SAEMS of the Circuit of Nevers Magny-Cours from any responsibility, in the case that I would cause
by my behaviour, deliberately or accidentally, any damage to a third party, a customer, an employee of the
Circuit, or to myself during my presence within the Circuit, which includes the two circuits:
the Grand Prix Circuit
the Club track
I also declare:
that I am in good health,
that I am not under any medical or other treatment, which may effect or impair my faculties during
my presence within the circuit,
that I have full possession of my physical and mental faculties,
that I am not the object of any disability whether permanent or temporary which is likely to affect
prejudicially my normal control of a vehicle on the circuit,
I am equipped: 1/ for GT cars: with helmet, closed shoes and overall suit; 2/ for competition vehicles :
with certified helmet, certified shoes, certified gloves and overall fireproof; 3/ for motorbikes: with
certified full-face helmet, gloves, boots and overall/leathers with back protector,
that I understand the nature and type of the event and the potential risk inherent with driving on a
circuit and agree to accept that risk,
that I am covered by a current liability insurance.
I agree to make no legal claim against the SAEMS of the Circuit of Nevers Magny-Cours in respect that:
I am victim of an accident within the circuit,
my responsibility is engaged by a legal or physical person following any loss, damage or injury suffered
or caused by me within the circuit.
I agree to indemnify the SAEMS of the Circuit of Nevers Magny-Cours, against their costs and losses which are
attributable directly or indirectly to my participation at the circuit, that concern any damage that I have caused
to the property and facilities used by the SAEMS of the Circuit of Nevers Magny-Cours.
Cost for damage to circuit equipment:
pile of tyres (price per pile):
rubber sheeting (5m lengths, 155 € per m plus VAT):
safety rails (per unit of 4m):
road signs:
absorbent powder (bag of 20kg):
safety rail post (per unit):
fire extinguisher (per unit):
Alpina Superdefender:
Grid FIA (per meter):
Other damage:

260 € plus VAT
1 000 € plus VAT
650 € plus VAT
125 € plus VAT
32 € plus VAT
500 € plus VAT
165 € plus VAT
980 € plus VAT
860 € plus VAT
On quotation

I agree to leave the premises of the Circuit of Nevers Magny-Cours immediately, which includes both the above
named circuits, if I fail to respect the rules and regulations.
I agree to receive commercial information from the Circuit.
At Magny-Cours, on …………………………………………………….SIGNED:

